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We compute a trace formula-for a test function on PGL(3, Ah-twisted by the 
outer automorphism 
0 1 
d‘?) = d’g-‘f, /= 1 
i 1 1 0 
The resulting formula is then compared with trace formulae for H = Ho = X(2) 
and H, = PGL(2), and matching functions fO and fi thereof. We obtain a trace 
formula identity which plays a key role in our study of the symmetric square lifting 
from H(A\) to G(A). Our formulae are remarkably simple, due to the introduction 
of a new concept of a regular function. This eliminates the singular and weighted 
integrals in the trace formulae. &? 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to compute explicitly a trace formula for a 
test function f = @ f, on G(A), where G = PGL(3) and A is the ring of 
adeles of a number field F. This formula is twisted with respect to the outer 
twisting 
and plays a key role in the study of the symmetric square lifting. We also 
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stabilize the formula and compare it with the stable trace formula for a 
matching test function f0 = @ foU on H(A), H= X(2), and the trace 
formula for a matching test function f, = @ fi, on H,(A), H, = PGL(2). 
The final result concerns a distribution J in f, fO, fi of the form 
J = I + ;z’ + +z” + +z; - [Z, + +z; + +z; + +z* 1, 
where each Z is a sum of traces of convolution operators. The final result 
aserts: 
(3.5( 1)) J = 0 if f has two discrete components; 
(3.5(2)) .Z is equal to a certain integral iff has (i) a discrete compo- 
nent and (ii) a component which is sufficiently regular with respect to all 
other components. 
The result (3.5(l)) is crucial for the study of the local symmetric square 
lifting in [IV], and is used to study the matching of unstable orbital 
integrals in [V]. The result (3.5(2)) . is used in [IV] to show that J= 0 and 
to establish the global symmetric square lifting for automorphic forms with 
an elliptic component. The vanishing of J for general matching functions is 
proven in [VI]. 
Our formulae here are essentially those of the unpublished manuscript 
[Fl], where we suggested, in the context of the (first non-trivial) sym- 
metric square case, a truncation with which the trace formula, twisted by 
an automorphism (T, can be developed. This formula was subsequently 
computed in [CL] to which we refer for proofs of the general form of the 
twisted trace formula. Our formulae here are considerably simpler than 
those of [Fl]. This is due to the fact that we introduce here a new notion 
of regular function, and compute only an asymptotic form of the formula 
for a test function with a component which is sufficiently regular with 
respect to all other components. For such a function f the truncation is 
trivial; in fact f vanishes on the G(A)-a-orbits of the rational elements (in 
G(F)) which are not a-elliptic regular, and no weighted orbital integrals 
appear in our formulae. In [IV] and [VI] we show that this simple, 
asymptotic form of the formula suffices to establish the symmetric square 
lifting, unconditionally. Similar ideas are used in [F2] to give a simple 
proof of base change for GL(2), and in our work on base change for U(3) 
(see [F3]) and other lifting problems. 
1. GEOMETRIC SIDE 
1.1. Let F be a number field, A its ring of adeles, G a reductive group 
over F with an anisotropic center, and L the space of complex valued 
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square integrable functions $ on G(F)\G(G). G(A) acts on L by right 
translation, thus (r(g) $)(h) = $(hg), and each irreducible constituent of 
the G(A)-module L is called an automorphic G-module (or representa- 
tion). Let B be an automorphism of G of finite order, and G’ = G x (a) the 
semi-direct product of G and the group (a) generated by c. Extend r to 
a representation of G’(A) on L by putting (r(a) $)(/I) = $(o-‘(h)). Fix a 
Haar measure dg = @ dg, on G(A). Let ,f be any smooth complex valued 
compactly supported function on G(A). Let r(f) be the (convolution) 
operator on L which maps $ to 
(r(f) $)(h) = j‘.fk) $(hg) ds (gin G(A)). 
Then r(f) r(o), which we also denote by r(fx a), is the operator on L 
which maps $ to 
where 
K(k g) = K,(k g) = c ,f(h-‘w(g))- Y t G(F) 
(1.1.1) 
The theory of Eisenstein series provides a direct sum decomposition of 
the G(A)-module L as Ld@3 L,., where L,, the “discrete spectrum,” is a 
direct sum with finite multiplicities of irreducibles, and L,., the “continuous 
spectrum, ” is a direct integral of such. This theory also provides an alter- 
native formula for the kernel. The Selberg trace formula is an identity 
obtained on (essentially) integrating the two expressions for the kernel over 
the diagonal g = h. To get a useful formula one needs to change the order 
of summation and integration. This is possible if G is anisotropic or iff has 
some special properties (see, e.g., [FK] ). In genral one needs to truncate 
the two expressions for the kernel in order to be able to change the order 
of summation and integration. When o is trivial, the truncation introduced 
by Arthur involves a term for each standard parabolic subgroup P of G. 
For CJ # 1 it was suggested in [Fl] (in the context of the symmetric square) 
to truncate only with the terms associated with o-invariant P, and to use 
a certain normalization of a vector which is used in the definition of trun- 
cation. The consequent (non-trivial) computation of the resulting twisted 
(by a) trace formula is carried out in [CL] for general G and 0. In (2.1) 
we record the expression, proven in [CL], for the analytic side of the trace 
formula, which involves Eisenstein series. In (2.2) and (2.3) we write out 
the various terms in our case of the symmetric square. 
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In this section we compute and stabilize the “elliptic part” of the 
geometric side of the twisted formula in our case. Namely we take 
G = PGL(3) and cr( g) = f ‘g ~ ’ f, and consider 
(1.1.2) 
where the sum ranges over the 6 in G(F) whose norm y = N6 in H(F), 
H = Z(2), is elliptic. Here we use freely the norm map N of [I, Sect. l] 
and its properties. 
In [Fl] the integral of the truncated CaEccP,f( gP’6a( g)) was explicitly 
computed, and the correction argument of our SLN 927 was applied to the 
hyperbolic weighted orbital integrals, to show that their limits on the 
singular set equal the integrals obtained from the 6 with unipotent N6. 
These computations are not recorded here for the following reasons. We 
need the trace formula only for a functionf which has a regular component 
or two discrete components (the definitions are given below). In the first 
case f( g ‘&r(g)) =0 for every g in G(A) and 6 in G(F) such that N6 is 
not elliptic regular in H(F); hence the geometric side of the trace formula 
(twisted by a) is (1.1.2). In the second case the computations of [CL], 
which generalize those of [Fl], suffice to show the vanishing of all terms 
in the geometric side, other than those obtained from (1.1.2). 
1.2. To compute and stabilize (1.1.2) let Gi = {g in G; gP’60( g) = S} 
be the o-centralizer of 6, and 
the a-orbital integral off at 6. Implicit is a choice of a Haar measure on 
G:(A), which is chosen to be compatible with isomorphisms (of G; with 
GZ(, or HNa, etc., cf. [L, p.821). Let { 6 > denote the set of a-conjugacy 
classes in G(F) of elements 6 such that N6 is elliptic in H(F). Then (1.1.2) 
is equal to 
where the volume 
46) = I G:(F)\WA)I 
is finite since N6 is elliptic in H(F). It is equal to 1 H,(F)\H,(A)( if y = N6 
is elliptic regular (in H(F)), to I H(F)\H(A)/ if y= -I, and to 
I H,(F)\H,(A)I if y = Z, where H, = PGL(2). 
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Recall from [I, Sect. l] that D(6/F) denotes the set of a-conjugacy 
classes within the stable a-conjugacy class of 6 in G(F), and 0(6/F”) 
denotes the local analogue for any place u of F. For any local or global 
field, D(6/F) is a pointed set, isomorphic to H’(F, G;), and we put 
D(6/A) = @ D(6/F,) and H’(A, G;) = @ H’(F”, Gz) (pointed direct 
sums).Ify=N6is -Z, wehaveG~=H=SL(2)andH’(F,G~)=H’(A,G~) 
is trivial. If y = N6 is I or elliptic regular then H’(F, G;) embeds in 
H’(A, Gg) and the quotient is a group of order two. Denote by K the 
non-trivial character of this group. 
Denote by @i(6) the a-orbital integral at 6 in G(F,) of a smooth 
compactly supported complex valued function f, on G(F,). If F, is non- 
archimedean, denote its ring of integers by R,. Let f," be the unit element 
in the Hecke algebra W, of compactly supported K, = G(R,)-biinvariant 
functions on G(F,). Consider f= @ f,, product over all places u of F, 
where f, =f,” for almost all u. Then, for every 6 in G(F) we have a,“(6) = 
n,@,;,(S), where the product is absolutely convergent. It is easy to see that 
the sum 
is finite for each f and 6. If y = N6 is elliptic regular or the identity, and K, 
is the component at v of the associated quadratic character K on 
D(6/A)/D(6/F), then the sum can be written in the form 
in [ c @p’) +,n ” 6’ E D(b/FL.) ] 1 L [ c K”(U qy6.)]. (1.79) S’E D(6/F,) 
Note that for a given f and 6, for almost all u, the integral @;,(a’) vanishes 
unless 6’ and 6 are equal a-conjugacy classes in G(F”). 
Denote by fiu the unit element of the Hecke algebra W,, of H(E;;) with 
respect to KOL. = H(R,). Similarly introduce K1,, W ,“, and fp,. Recall that 
the norm maps N, N, from the set of a-stable conjugacy classes in G(F) to 
the set of stable conjugacy classes in H(F), H,(F) are defined in 
[I, Sect. 11. 
To rewrite (1.2.2) we recall the following 
1.3. PROPOSITION. (1) For each smooth compactly supported f, on G(F”) 
there exist smooth compactly supported fov on HO(Fu) andf,, on H,(F,) such 
that 
q;,(Y) = c @p’) (Y = N6) (1.3.1) 
6’t D(6/F,) 
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and 
~r,,(~)=l(1+a)(l+b)l~‘2 C k-“(U qp’) (y=N,6) (1.3.2) 
S’tD(G/F,) 
for all 6 with regular y = N6. Here a, h denote the eigenvalues of N6. 
(2) Moreover, zf 6 = I then 
h”(Z) = c K-,(0 qp’) and fi,(r) = 1 @,~,CS’), 
where the sums are taken over 6’ in D(6/FU). If N6 = -Z then 
fo,( -0 = qw. 
(3) Finally, if f, =f,” and F, has odd residual characteristic, then 
fOv = fi’, has the properties asserted by (1). 
Proof: (1) and (2) are proven in [I, Sect. 31 and (3) in [I, Sect. 41 
DEFINITION. The functions f,, fOu (resp. f,, fi,) are called matching if 
they satisfy (1.3.1) (resp. (1.3.2)) for all 6 such that y = N6 is regular. 
From now on we work with functions f = @ f, which satisfy the 
following 
1.3A. Assumption. There exists a component f, off such that f,,=O 
matches f,, or ff, matches f,” for almost all v. 
Remark. If fi, = 0 then the second term in (1.2.2) is zero for every 6 in 
G(F). We work with f which has a component f, which matches fi, = 0 in 
[IV], and use these results in [V] to reduce to some global assumption 
the statement that f,“, fp, are matching for every local FO with odd residual 
characteristic, namely that the assumption always holds. In [VI] we work 
with a general f to deduce the unrestricted symmetric square lifting. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that f = @ f, satisfies Assumption 1.3A. Put 
fO= @ fOv and f, = @ fi,, where (f,,fo,) and (f,,f,,) are matching for all 
v, andfO,=fiu andf,,=fFvfor almost all v (orfi =O). Then (1.1.2)=(1.2.1) 
is the sum of 
70 = I H(F)\H(A)l Cfo(Z) +fo( -41 
and 1 times 
6 = I H,(f’)\H,(A)I fi(l) + i c I T(F)\QA)I 1’ @r,(y). (1.3.4) 
{7‘1 YE T(F) 
J80/98.‘1-14 
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{TISt in (1.3.3) is the set of stable conjugacy classes of elliptic F-tori T in 
H. (T} in (1.3.4) is the set of conjugacy classes of elliptic F-tori T in 
H, = SO(3). The sum C’ in (1.3.4) ranges over the y in T(F) c SO(3, F) 
whose eigenvalues are distinct (not - 1). The sums are absolutely convergent. 
Proof: (1.2.1) is a sum over a-stable conjugacy classes 6 which are 
equal to c(6) times (1.2.2) if N6 is Z or elliptic regular. If N6 is elliptic 
regular then the first term in (1.2.2) makes a contribution in the sum of 
(1.3.3) by (1.3.1) and the second term in (1.2.2) contributes to (1.3.4) by 
(1.3.2). If N6 = Z then the order is reversed, by (2) in the proposition. The 
single a-conjugacy class 6 in G(F) with N6 = -Z makes the term of fo( -I) 
in (1.3.3). The coefficient of fo(Z) in (1.3.3) is 1 H(F)\H(A)I since the 
Tamagawa number of SO(3) = PGL(2) is twice that of S(2). The first one- 
half which appears in (1.3.3) and (1.3.4) exists since the number of regular 
y in T(F) which share the same set of eigenvalues is two. The sums in 
(1.3.3) and (1.3.4) are absolutely convergent since they are parts of the 
trace formula for f. on H and f, on H,. 
2. ANALYTIC SIDE 
2.1. As suggested in ( 1.1) we shall now record the expression of [CL] 
for the analytic side, which involves traces of representations, in the twisted 
trace formula. Let P, be a minimal o-invariant F-parabolic subgroup of G, 
with Levi subgroup MO. Let P be any standard (containing PO) 
F-parabolic subgroup of G; denote by M its Levi subgroup which contains 
M, and by A the split component of the center of A4. Then 
A c A, = A(M,). Let X*(A) be the lattice of rational characters of A, 
s4,= dP the vector space W,(A)@ R = Hom(X*(A), R), and s?* the 
space dual to s?. Let IV, = W(A,, G) be the Weyl group of A, in G. Both 
d and every s in IV, act on s$. The truncation and the general expression 
to be recorded depend on a vector T in .J;~,=s&,,. In the case of (2.2) 
below this T becomes a real number, the expression is linear in T, and we 
record in (2.2) only the value at T= 0. 
PROPOSITION [CL]. The analytic side of the trace formula is equal to a 
sum over (1) the set of Levi subgroups M which contain M, of F-parabolic 
subgroups of G; (2) the set of subspaces d of J& such that for some s in W, 
we have sd = &k, where J&!L is the space of a-invariant elements in the 
space dM associated with a a-invariant F-parabolic subgroup P of G; (3) the 
set W.“(dM) of distinct maps on 1;4, obtained as restrictions of the maps 
s x o (s in W,) on do whose space of fixed vectors is precisely -Pe; and (4) 
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the set of discrete series representations z of M(A) with (s x C) z N z. The 
terms in the sum are equal to the product of 
(2.1.1) 
and 
Here [Wf] is the cardinality of the Weyl group Wf= W(A,, M) of A, 
in M; P is an F-parabolic subgroup of G with Levi component M; Mp,,(pj 
is an intertwining operator; A,>(P, A) is a logarithmic derivative of inter- 
twining operators; and Zp,,(A) is the G(A)-module normalizedly induced 
from the M(A)-module m H z(m) e(“%H(m)) (in standard notations). 
Remark. The sum of the terms corresponding to A4 = G in (1) is equal 
to the sum I= C tr n(fx g) over all discrete series representations rt of 
G(A). 
2.2. We shall now describe, in our case of G = PGL(3) and 
a(g) = ytgel$, the terms corresponding to M # G in (1) of Proposi- 
tion 2.1. There are three such terms. Let MO = A, be the diagonal subgroup 
of G. 
(a) For the three Levi subgroups A42 A, of maximal parabolic 
subgroups P of G we have .s$ = (0). The corresponding contribution is 
F T 2. k tr Mb, 0) Zp,,W”x a) 
= &C tr M(a,a,, 0) Z,,(z,fx 0). (2.2.1) 
Here P, denotes the upper triangular parabolic subgroup of G of type 
(2, 1). We write CI, = (12), a, = (23), 4 = (13) for the transpositions in the 
Weyl group W,. 
(b) The contribution corresponding to M= MO and A = (0) is 
+ i C tr M(a,, 0) Z,,(5fx 6) + t C tr Ma,, 0) Zpo(5fx 0). (2.2.2) 
T * 
(c) Corresponding to A4 = MO and d # (0) we obtain three terms, 
with&‘={(A,O, -A)} ands=l, with&={(E., -J-,0)} ands=cr,a,,and 
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with JCZ = ((0, A, --A)} and s = clltlz. The value of (2.1.1) is h. It is easy to 
see that the three terms are equal and that their sum is 
a C 6, trC~(A 0, -A) ZPo,A(A 0, -2);fx aIll d I. (2.2.3) 
i 
The operator JY is a logarithmic derivative of an operator A4 = m 0, R,. 
Here R, denotes a normalized local intertwining operator. It is normalized 
as follows. If Z(r,) is unramified, its space of KU-fixed vectors is one-dimen- 
sional, and R, acts trivially on this space. In particular Riu(A) Z,,(i,f, x a) 
is zero iff, is spherical, where Ric(A) is the derivative of RJi) with respect 
to 1. 
The r in (2.2.3) are unitary characters (p,, ,u2, p3) of M,(A)/M,(F), 
which are a-invariant; thus ,uz = 1 and p,pL3 = 1. According to [S], where 
the R, are studied, the normalizing factor m = m(A) is the quotient 
Ul-24 P3/PlYu1+2& A//4) 
of L-functions. In this case the logarithmic derivative J& has the form 
m'(ll)/m(l)+(@ R,')-$(@ R,). 
Hence (2.2.3) is equal to a(s + S’), where 
(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
In view of the normalization of the R, = Rrc(A), the inner sum in s’ extends 
only over the places u where f, is not spherical. 
The terms (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) contain arithmetic information which is 
crucial for the study of the symmetric square. They are analyzed in (2.3) 
and (2.4) below. 
2.3. We shall now study the representations r which occur in (2.2.1). 
Such a r is a discrete series representation of the Levi component M(A) of 
a maximal parabolic subgroup of G(A). Hence it has the form (it, x), where 
ii is a discrete series representation of GL(2, A) and x is a (unitary) charac- 
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ter of A x IF”. The central character of it is x- ’ since G is the projective 
group PGL(3). The representation (E, x) is a-invariant. Hence I= x- ‘, and 
E is equivalent to its contragradient g which is ii: 0 x- ‘. If x = 1, then it is 
a representation n, of PGL(2, A). If x # 1 then x is quadratic, and it deter- 
mines a quadratic extension K of F by class field theory. Since 5 N it Q x, 
we have (by [LL]) that ii is of the form it(&), associated to the two- 
dimensional representation Ind(B’; W,, W,) of the Weil group W, of F 
induced from the character 0’ of W,; 0’ can also be viewed as a character 
of the adele class group A i /Kx . The central character of 77(P) is x ‘8’ ( A\ X ; 
this has to be equal to x. Hence 6’ = 1 on A x, and so 8’ factors through 
the map zHz/Z of Ai, namely e’(z) = @z/Z) for some character 8 of Ai 
Here the bar indicated the non-trivial automorphism of K over F. Hence 
it = 77(0/e) if x # 1, and (2.2.1) is equal to $I; + I’), where 
(2.3.1) 
and 
1’ = c tr Zp,((4WJ), x);fx ~1. (2.3.2) 
{x. 0; x z 1, (s/a)* # 1) 
The sum of Z; ranges over the discrete spectrum of Hr. The sum of I’ 
ranges over all quadratic characters x of A x/F x, and characters z H @(z/Z) 
of Ai /K”, where K is determined by x. We require that B(z/F) # @j/z) to 
have a discrete series x(0/4), which is necessarily cuspidal. The intertwining 
operator M(s, n) of (2.1.1) is equal to m(n) 0, R(s, rc,). Here m(n)= 
L( 1, 5)/L( 1, x), and each Z?(s, n,) is equal to the identity, by [S]. Note that 
rc = 71, or 7$0/f?) is self-contragradient, and L(s, n) is analytic at s = 1 since 
rc is cuspidal or one-dimensional. Hence m(n) = 1, and M(s, 0) is the 
identity everywhere in (2.2.1). 
2.4. The representations r which appear in (2.2.2) are (unitary) charac- 
ters q = (pr, pz, p3), ,u; being a character of A “/Fx, and ,u~P+~ = 1. In the 
first sum appear all r with pi = 1, but in the other two sums appear only 
the ye with (s x r~) r~ = q, namely rl= (1, 1, 1). Since all representations which 
appear here are irreducible, the intertwining operators M(s, q) are scalars. 
They can be seen to be equal to - 1, as in the case of GL(2), unless pi are 
all distinct, where they are equal to 1. It remains to note that in the first 
sum each repesentation Z(q) with p, # 1 (i = 1, 2, 3) occurs six times, three 
times if pi = 1 for a single i, and once if ,u~ = 1 for all i. Then (2.2.2) takes 
the form ‘I” - ‘I* - rZ* *, where 4 8 8 
I”= c tr z(v,fx a) (2.4.1) 
rl=(x.M.w’) 
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and 
I* = tr Z( l,fx a), p* = c tr I(ul,fx 0). (2.4.2) 
v=tw 1.0) 
The x and p are characters of A x/F x of order exactly two. The symbol 
{x, px, p} means an unordered triple of distinct characters. 
3. FORMULAE 
3.1. We shall next state the twisted trace formula. This can be done for 
a general test function f on using the computations of [Fl] (or [CL]) of 
the weighted orbital integrals on the non-elliptic a-orbits. However, we 
shall use the formula only for f with a regular component or two discrete 
components (definitions soon to follow). For such f the formula simplifies 
considerably, and we consequently state the formula only in this case. 
DEFINITION. The function f = @ f, on G(A) is of rype E if for every 6 
in G(F) and g in G(A) we have f (g-‘&(g)) = 0 unless N6 is elliptic 
regular in H(F). 
EXAMPLE. If f has a component f, which is supported on the set of g in 
G(F,) such that Ng is elliptic regular in H(F,), then f is of type E. 
Iff is of type E then K(g, g) of (1.1.1) is equal to the integrand of (1.1.2) 
and the truncation which is applied to K(g, g) in [CL] (or [Fl]) is trivial 
(it does not change K(g, g)). Hence the computations of Sections 1 and 2 
imply the following form of the twisted trace formula. Put 
I= C tr(f x o), (3.1.1) 
where rc ranges over all discrete series (cuspidal or one-dimensional) 
G-modules which are a-invariant: rt is called a-invariant if 71 N “rc, where 
u’71(g) = 44g)). 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that f is a function of type E which satisfies 
Assumption (1.3A). Then we have 
To is defined in (1.3.3), 7, in (1.3.4) Z in (3.1.1), Z; in (2.3.1), I’ in (2.3.2), 
I” in (2.4.1) I* and Z** in (2.4.2), S in (2.2.4), and S’ in (2.2.5). These are 
distributions in f: 
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3.2. We shall next introduce a class of functions f of type E which 
suffices to establish in [IV] and [VI] the symmetric square lifting. Fix a 
non-archimedean place u of F. Denote by ord, the normalized additive 
valuation on F,; thus ord,(a,) = 1 for a uniformizer A, in R,. Put qu for 
the cardinality of the residue field R,/(n,). Given an element 6 of G(Fu), 
denote by a, a-l the eigenvalues of N6 and put 
F(6,.f,)=la-a~‘1~‘*~,~“(6); 
here 1.1 u is the normalized valuation on F,, . 
DEFINITION. Let n be a positive integer. The function f, on G(F,) is 
called n-regular if it is (compactly) supported on the set of 6 with 
1 ord,(a)l = n, and F(&f,) = 1 for such 6. 
3.2.1. PROPOSITION. For every f" = @ f, (product over v # u) there 
exists n’ > 0, such that f =f,, of" is of type E iff, is n-regular with n 3 n’. 
Proof: Given f" there exists C, >, 1 for each v # u, with C, = 1 for 
almost all v (C, depends only on the support off,) with the following 
property. Let A” be the ring of adeles of F without component at U. If 6 
is an element of G(F) such that the eigenvalues a, a-l of N6 lie in F x, then 
C; ’ d 1 a/” d C, (v # u). Put C, = n, zU C,. The product formula n, 
la/,=1 on F” implies that C;’ < j a I u < C,. The least integer n’ with 
q:’ > C, clearly has the property asserted by the proposition. 
Let nL, be a o-invariant character of the diagonal subgroup A(I;,). Then 
there is a character pOU of F,, with p,((a, b, c)) = p&a/c). Denote by Z(pU), 
as in [II], the G(I;,)-module normalizedly induced from the associated 
character pU of the upper triangular subgroup, and by ZO(~Ou) the 
H(F,)-module normalizedly induced from (G O!l) H pJa). A standard 
computation [II, Sect. 1 ] implies that if f,, fOU are matching, then 
tr Z(~L,,.f,~~)=trZ,(~L,,,f,,). (3.2.2) 
If f, is n-regular, then fou is n-regular: it is supported on the orbits of 
y=(;; .f ,) with lord,(a)1 =n, and F(y,f,,)= 1 there. If now (3.2.1) is 
non-zero, then pOU and p, are unramilied. Put z = LOU. We conclude 
3.2.3. LEMMA. Zf f, is n-regular then (3.2.2) is zero unless ,uL, is 
unramified, in which case we have tr Z(p,,, fu x a) = zn + ZT". 
DEFINITION. The function fu on G(F,) is called discrete if @T,(6) is zero 
for every 6 such that the eigenvalues a, a-l of N6 are distinct and lie 
in F," 
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EXAMPLE. If f, is supported on the a-elliptic regular set then it is 
discrete. 
3.2.4. COROLLARY. Fix a finite place u of F. For every f” = @ ufu f, 
which has a discrete component (at u’ # u) and satisfies Assumption (1.3A), 
there exists a bounded integrable function d(z) on the unit circle in the com- 
plex plane with the following property. For every n > n’( f “) and n-regular f,, 
we have 
7,+~7,=z+gz’+~z”+;z;+ 5 d(z)(z”+z-“) Id” zI. Izl=l 
Proof Recall that the Z are linear functionals in f =f,@f". Since f", 
hence also f, has a discrete component, it is clear (from (3.2.2)) that 
Z* = Z** = S= 0, and that the sum over v in (2.2.5) (where s’ is defined) 
ranges over v = u’ only. The sum over z in (2.2.5) ranges over a set of repre- 
sentatives for the connected components of the one-dimensional complex 
manifold of a-invariant characters of A(A)/A(F) whose component z, at u 
is unramified. We may choose z with z, = 1. Put z = qi for 2 in iiw. Then 
tr ZJ1, f, x o)=zn + zmn by Lemma (3.2.3). Of course, z depends on 2 only 
modulo 2ziZ/log qU. Since the sum over t, the integral over ilw, and 
product over w # u, u’ in (2.2.5) are absolutely convergent, the function 
d(z) = c c [tr R,JA + k’) -I R,“,(A + k’)’ Z,,.(n + k’, f,, x o)] 
T  keh 
where k’ = k2nillog qU, has the required properties. 
This corollary plays a key role in the proof of [IV] of the symmetric 
square lifting for automorphic forms with an elliptic component. For the 
local work in [IV] and [V] we use also a simpler form of the formula, as 
follows. 
3.2.5. PROPOSITION. Zf f = @ f, has two discrete components and it 
satisfies Assumption (1.3A), then 
Proof: The terms in the geometric side of the twisted trace formula 
which are associated with non-elliptic a-conjugacy classes are computed 
explicitly in [Fl] and also in [CL]. They are similar to those obtained in 
the trace formulae of groups of rank one. In particular, they vanish if f has 
two discrete components. As noted in (3.2.4) we have Z* = Z** = S = 0 if f 
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has a single discrete component. It is clear that S’= 0 iff has two discrete 
components, and the proposition follows. 
Remark. If f has a discrete component and a component as in Example 
(3.2.3) then f is of type E and Proposition 3.2.5 follows at once from 
Proposition 3.1. 
3.3. The twisted trace formulae for f on G of (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) will be 
compared with the stable trace formula for f0 = @ foU on H = SL(2) from 
[LL] and the trace formula for fi = @ f,, on H, = PGL(2). To recall the 
formula for H, we introduce. 
DEFINITION. The packet {rc,,} of the irreducible H(F,)-module rroU is the 
set of irreducible H(F,)-modules rr&, (g in GL(2, F,)). Here rc&(h) = 
%,(g-‘k). 
Remark. (1) An alternative definition of {x,,} is given as follows. Let 
iE,, be an irreducible GL(2, F,)-module whose restriction to H(F,) contains 
7toV. Then {n,,} is the set of irreducibles in the restriction of 5,” to H(E;). 
It is independent of the choice of it,,. 
(2) Denote by ~~(0,) the packet associated with the two-dimensional 
representation Ind( 8, ; W,, , W,) of the (local) Weil group W, of F, 
induced from the character 6, of WK,, equivalently of K,” , where K, is a 
quadratic extension of F”. Denote by a bar the non-trivial element in 
Gal(K,/I;,), and put B,(z) = 6,(Y). Then (rroU} consists of one element 
unless {x,,~) = ~(0,). Then it consists of two elements if 02 # 0:, and of 
four if 0: = 0: but 0, # 8,. 
DEFINITION. Let P,, be a packet for each U, such that P,, contains an 
unramified H(F”)-module r& for almost all u. The associated global packet 
P is the set of all H(A)-modules @ un,,v with rcO” in P,, for all v and 
zoV, N 7+, for almost all v. 
PROPOSITION. (1) For every f,” = @ fov (u # u) there is n’ > 0 such that 
for every n-regular fou with n > n’ we have 
70 = z, + ;z; + +z; - ‘+z* + $0 + $3;. 
(2) Zf in addition f," has a discrete component fO,,, then there is a func- 
tion d,(z), bounded and integrable on 1 z 1 = 1, depending only on f,“, such that 
~u=Z~+fl;,+$Z6+?*1;,cid,(z)(z”+z~”) Id”zl 
for every n-regular fOu with n > n’. 
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(3) Zf f. = @ foa has two elliptic components then 7, = I, + $ZG + :I,$‘. 
Proof: We have to explain the notations. 7, is defined in (1.3.3) and 
Z* = tr Z( 1, fo) in (2.4.2). In standard notations, 
and 
Put tr {no} ( fo) for n, tr { rcoU} (fO,) if { rcO} is the packet determined by the 
local packets { rcoV}. Then 
The sum ranges over the set of packets (rrO} of H(A)-modules which 
contain a cuspidal or one-dimensional H-module which is not of the form 
~(0). Each element in (7~~) is cuspidal or one-dimensional, and occurs in 
the discrete spectrum of L2(ZZ(Z’)\ZZ(A)) with multiplicity m( {no}) which 
depends only on the packet. Next, we have 
G=CC tr MW(fo). 
K e 
The K ranges over the set of quadratic extensions of F. The 6 ranges over 
the set of characters of Ai /K” such that g2 # e2. 
The last term Zi ranges over the set of packets n,,(e) where z I-+ e(z/F) is 
a character of order precisely two of A i /K x for some quadratic extension 
K of F. Let x be the non-trivial character of A x/K x N,,A i . Since 
1310 = t?/tI # 1 there is a character p of A “/I; x of order two with 
@z/Z) = ~(22) for all z in A; , and ~1 #x. Note that if E denotes the quad- 
ratic extension of F determined by Z.L and class field theory, and v is a 
character of Ai/E” with v(z/F) =x(zZ) (z in A,“), the {z,,(v)} = {rcO(0)}. 
In conclusion we have 
where the sum ranges over the unordered triples of distinct characters of 
A X /Fx of order two. 
3.4. We also need the trace formula for a test function fi = @ fi, on 
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Hi = PGL(2). It suffices to considerf, analogous to thef, of (3.3). We first 
state the formula and then explain the notations. 
PROPOSITION. (1) E;or every f; = @ aZuf,r there is n’> 0 such that for 
every n-regular f,, with n 3 n’ we have 
(2) Zf in addition f,” has a discrete component flu,, then there is a func- 
tion d,(z), bounded and integrable on 1 z I= 1, depending only on f F, such that 
7, = I, + j d,(z)(z”+z-.“) Id”zi 
IZI = 1 
,for every n-regular fiu with n > n’. 
(3) lff, = @ fi, has two elliptic components then 7, =I, 
ProoJ Here I, = C tr n,( f, ), where the sum ranges over all cuspidal 
and one-dimensional Hi-modules. I* and Z** are defined in (2.4.2). Their 
sum is 
I* + Z** = C tr Z,(u],,f,); 
w'1= '1 
for a character n of the diagonal subgroup of H,(A) we put wv((a, 6)) = 
q((b, a)). As usual, 
and 
3.5. Finally we compare the formulae of (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) for functions 
f= 0 f, on G(A), fO= @ fOu on H(A), and fi = @ fi, on H,(A), such 
that fOu matches f, for all v, and either f has a component f, such that 
f,, = 0 matches f,, and f, = 0, or f,, matches f, for all v. Define J to be the 
difference 
It is an invariant distribution in f, depending only on the orbital integrals 
OfJ: 
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PROPOSITION. ( 1) If f has two discrete components then J = 0. 
(2) Suppose that f"= @",,f, h as a discrete component. Then there 
exists an integer n’> 1 and a bounded integrable function d(z) on IzI = 1, 
depending only on f “, f,“, f F, such that for all n-regular functions,f,, flu, and 
f ou we have 
J=j d(z)(z”+z-“) Id” zl. 
irI=I 
ProojY This follows at once from (3.2.4), (3.2.5), (3.3), and (3.4). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) is used in the local study of [IV] and [V]. (2) is used in [IV] to 
show that J= 0 for any f as in (2), and to establish the symmetric square 
lifting for automorphic forms with an elliptic component. Pursuing the 
techniques of [IV] and studying the properties of regular functions, we 
show in [VI] that J = 0 for all matching f, fO, f, , and so reduce (by virtue 
of the global work of [IV] the symmetric square lifting for all 7c to the 
local transfer of orbital integrals. 
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